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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
Title: reflects the overall scope of the work although the hypothesis is not clear

Abstract 1. The summary of the abstract does not tally with the title. The title suggests

the author(s) intended to use data from previous studies to design a tool for measuring

pleasure and drug seeking behaviours. The abstract failed to show the process the

authors were going to use to achieve this goal, Also the process used to select the studies

was also not mentioned. 2. replace this “are able to” |with “can” Introduction :

Although the introduction is detailed it does little to effectively explain the background

and/ or scope of this frontier article. It is also very difficult to follow. The authors

move arbitrarily from one school of thought to another without linking them, leaving

large knowledge gaps to be filled by the readers, For example how does the information

in paragraph 1 of the introduction link with paragraph 2. From the way paragraph 1 was

introduced the reader expects the authors to begin to lead them in the direction of this

article, but on reading paragraph 32 the reader would aske where are we going Page 3:

inter-LINKed should be written as “inter-LINKed” to signify that it is a scientific word

Page 3: This sentence “Details of how sensory qualia of semblions can be determined

arbitrarily was described previously” is it a new paragraph or a part of the figure legend,

please correct. Page 4: . LTD is an active process and hence it is not a mere reversal of a

mechanism similar to that is responsible for LTP decay[17]. this sentence should be

written as; LTD is an active process and hence it is not a mere reversal of a mechanism

like that responsible for LTP decay. (see figures in [21,22]) -this should be revised

because your article should contain all figures or information that allow the reader to

understand your message not for them to have go look for another article (s). The rest of

the article is well written and easier to follow Illustrations and tables: Sufficient and

self-explanatory References: For a frontier article, in my opinion ta lot of the references
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51 (56%) of them are 10 years and older
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